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With the latest addition of DNS Proxy to Azure Firewall (https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/ rewall/dns-settings) and looking at some of the questions I get on this blog I guess
it was time to write a bit about how DNS lookup works within Microsoft Azure.

How does DNS lookup work within Microsoft Azure?
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Azure provides internal name resolution for VMs and role instances (including app services)
for all services that reside within a virtual network. When setting up a virtual network it will
by default use the internal Azure DNS service.
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Now as you might know within each subnet Azure also reserves the rst 4 IP addresses to
Azure related services, so for instance if we have a 10.0.0.0/16 subnet the x.x.x.2, x.x.x.3: Is
reserved by Azure to map the Azure DNS Server IPs to the VNet space.
When you setup a virtual machine within this VNET it will automatically get assigned IP by a
DHCP service and DNS lookup services by an internal IP address 168.63.129.16. This IP
address is an internal VIP address by Microsoft (Which is only available internally from wtihin
Azure) https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/what-is-ip-address-168-63129-16 (Tra c should not be blocked to this IP address, this address is static and will not

change)
You can also change the DNS Server scope on a virtual network, but this will not a ect other
virtual networks that are peered or otherwise connected to the virtual network using VPN or
ExpressRoute.
When it comes to providing DNS Servces in Azure, there are a couple of options.

 Azure built-in DNS (Does not provide any ability to change or update record)
 DNS Server running IaaS (Provides full

exibility, but requires that you have virtual

machines that running to deliver DNS services)

 DNS Proxy (Having a virtual machine or service which can provide DNS services for
services in Azure but authoritative DNS servers are outside of Azure)

 Azure DNS Private Zones (An internal DNS Service in Azure which can provide DNS
lookup within a virtual network, allows you to manage records in Azure)

So for instance if you want to setup your own active directory domain within Azure also
running DNS, you would need to setup those at DNS servers for the virtual network and then
de ne 168.63.129.16 as a DNS forwarder to allow for external lookup outside of your local
active directory domain.

If you want to have the exibility to create your own records but do not require/want an DNS
servers you can use Azure DNS Private Zones, which essentially adds an DNS records on top
of the regular Azure DNS service which is available on the same Virtual IP 168.63.129.16
which is also scoped on the VNET level, which means that DNS Private Zones are not
supported across VNET Peering. However a DNS Private Zone can be linked to multiple
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virtual network which allows you to provide the same DNS records across mulitple virtual
networks.
Now since private DNS Zones are only available within a virtual network it means that you
can de ne any type of DNS Zone and attach it to the virtual network. For instance you can
use Microsoft.com as a DNS private Zone

Link it to a virtual network and use that for name resolution. If I add msandbu as an A record
under microsoft.com and link this to a virtual network where DNS servers are setup using the
default settings
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The VM and or service would send a DNS Query to the local VIP 168.63.129.16 and it would
see which DNS Private Zones are linked to the virtual network and nd the record

It should be noted that with DNS Private Zones are only available within a virtual network. So
if you have a scenario where you have a hybrid network with resouces on-premises that
would not be able to lookup resources in a Private DNS Zone directly. The only way that they
would be able to lookup resources within a DNS Private Zone would be if used together with
a DNS Proxy or that your authoritative DNS Servers are running in Azure which can
communicate with 168.63.129.16. The same would apply to VNET Peering.
Now this is where the Azure Firewall DNS Proxy service comes in, since this allows your Azure
Firewall to act as an DNS Proxy.

So to demonstrate how this would work. We have two virtual networks, where a DNS Private
Zone is linked to one of my virtual networks. This virtual network has the native DNS service
con gured. We have another virtual network that is peered with the rst one, by default VM’s
in VNET 2 are not able to resolve records on VNET1 because DNS Private Zones are not linked
and not available across peered networks. This scenario would also apply for networks that
are on-premises as well. Where the Azure Firewall IP can be a conditional forwarder to
forward DNS requests to azure records.
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In this scenario, the VM on 10.1.0.4 would send a DNS request to its de ned DNS service
which is the Azure Firewall 192.168.0.4 on the other site of the peered network, which would
in turn send the DNS request to its local VIP where the DNS Private Zone is con gured where
the A record is con gured

Private Link and Private Endpoints
Private Endpoints are essentially PaaS Services which are only available from within a virtual
network. You can read more about them here –> https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/azure/private-link/private-link-overview but since they are available from within a VNET it
means that services inside the VNET needs to be able to nd those resources, that’s why
when you con gure a private endpoint they will automatically be added to a Private DNS
Zone. If you try to resolve the name of the PaaS service outside of the VNET you will only get
the public IP and not be able to connect to the PaaS Service.
With the scenario above the Private Link would create its own DNS Private Zone according to
the DNS Pre x in the article above. The DNS Zone would then be attached to the same virtual
network as the other DNS Private Zones. As long as the domain names are unique you can
attach up to 1,000 DNS zones per virtual network https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
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us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/azure-subscription-service-limits#azuredns-limits
If I would add a storage account using a Private Endpoint and attach that endpoint to the
virtual network where the VM is running. The DNS Private Zone is attached to the virtual
network where the Azure Firewall is running to allow for DNS lookup to work against the
private zone.

This means that services within that are using the Azure Firewall as DNS service would be
able to resolve that PaaS IP. The PaaS service would be available from the VNET where it is
attached.

App Services and DNS Lookup
In certain scenarios you might need to have App Service be able to connect either to onpremises resources or other services residing within Azure running as virtual machines. App
Services have a couple of ways to integrate with a Virtual network, either using

 VNET Integration
 Hybrid Connections
 Private Endpoints
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All of these options above support DNS lookup to resources residing on-premises or other
networks. VNET Integration means that a service is still available publically and able to
connect to internal services in a virtual network. Hybrid Connections are usefull if you don’t
want to connect virtual networks together and you want to allow communication between an
app service and a speci c database engine. And lastly you have Private Endpoints which is
currently in public preview as of (13/07/2020) this means that the service is only available
internally in the virtual network. When you add a app service with an private endpoint it will
automatially add the app service and the SCM as part of the private endpoint (It will not
automatically add the IP to a Private DNS Zone) so you would need to de ne the IP’s of the
Private Endpoint to a hosts le to map the FQDN of App Services.

when connecting to the service from a VM in another peered network you can access the
endpoint using the FQDN after adding the record to the hosts le
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